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Boundary Catchment Review SD 75 (Mission)

Answered 571

Skipped 174

Respondents Responses
1 It’s too far for my child to walk to school
2 i have to ride the bus for an hour to get to school everyday and it would be more beneficial to go to 

maple ridge secondary or even garibaldi secondary
3 walking distance 
4 Location and use of busing seems to be a bit extreme. Having to travel from the west side to the far 

east side seems costly?
5 Our catchment school is farther from our house (Windebank) than the school my children attend 

(Central).
6 There is no transportation for my daughters catchment if she gets into Heritage middle. And there 

certainly is no bus that goes to Silverdale from where I live by West Heights. 
7 none
8 N/a
9 My hope is that stave falls will get more organized and eventually phase out 3 way splits. It sounds 

like the classroom environment is chaotic and a friend regrets sending her child there. We just want 
an optimal learning environment for our kids. The attitude “that we have 13 years to get them to 
grad” doesn’t fly. Have had several do nothing years with our kids with very low educational 
standards.

10 Lack of funding, would like to see more focus on fundamentals like reading/writting/math. Very 
happy with the new principal. Would like to see teachers have a performance evaluation annually to 
ensure the children are being taught the best they can be.

11 Unsure
12 Everything is good.
13 It is too big for the amount of children going there with insufficient parking
14 Some students are not being allowed in because they attend Hillside or ESR and they live in our 

catchment.
15 Everything is good
16 I prefer my child to go to the smaller school for personal reasons and that’s where she’s 

comfortable.  I don’t like how the catchment school is on a busy road 
17 Our son attends school out of catchment; however, we currently pay $400 each school year and I 

strongly feel it should be free - we have a large family and we budget tightly financially - perhaps 
many other families can't afford transportation for their child(ren) to this wonderful outdoor school 
and it prevents a higher enrollment there

18 Catchment is working fine; just would like a bus within 2km of school for my son - Stave Lake Road 
is too busy

19 The walk to the catchment school is along a busy road (Best) and requires crossing a busy 
intersection (Cedar and Best) cars don't always stop for me when I'm crossing and I'm an adult.  
There is only a sidewalk on one side of the street.  

20 As a grade 12 student, I have to attend Mission Secondary. Mission Secondary, as everyone 
knows, is not built to maintain the 1300 students it currently has; combined with class composition 
rules, this is only going to snowball (in my opinion) into a larger issue. The classes of collective 
Grade 10, 11, and 12 students are only going to get bigger and bigger, and Mission Secondary is 
going to get busier and busier. A solution must be found to this ongoing problem before this 
becomes a large-scale issue.

21 the school is too full

What is currently working or not working for your catchment? 
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22 We attend a school of choice. The catchment school for us does not have a good support system 
for the students and many are left bullied with no support.

23 No district transportation to/from school
24 My son attends MSS but has to take public transit to school as we are one street away from the 

area in which he can take school bus
25 I do not know
26 I don’t like how far away the school is seeing how we can see a previously closed school from our 

house. That being said my kids are quite comfortable at the school they are at and wouldn’t want to 
uproot them from it now 

27 I live on 11th and Horne. Windebank is close by and within walking distance. But the school rating 
is lower than the choice schools. I really want to give my daughter the best start possible. My 
husband and I were both very artsy. And I want my daughter to love school. I grew up going to 
cherry hill and had a hard time fitting in. ESR also has a lot more playground equipment to explore. 
And the school grounds are overall more exciting with the different sports set ups and gardens. 

28 We were always within our catchment, and close to school, so we had no issues until we went to 
Middle School. We fall on the bus boundary, and the Middle schools are quite some distance to 
walk. High school is within walking distance, no complaints there. 

29 The staff
30 We are happy with our catchment school
31 We don't have access to French Immersion at our nearest catchment school. My kids have been 

doing French for 6 and 4 years when we moved here, and I didn't want them to lose that by moving 
them to our nearest school.

32 School is far away but having the bus is helping 
33 More school buses
34 School Buses 
35  No bus to get to French immersion

36 Parking situation is horrible 
37 We lived close to Hillside. We stayed there when it became traditional because it was close to our 

house. We moved closer to Hatzic Middle school. Because of our school of choice we now have to 
pay to take a bus to a school that’s closer to us. We would need to take a bus anyway. Catchment 
schools should not be forced to go to a middle school that’s farther from home. 

38 We did not qualify for the MSS Bus which was difficult to work around as my child has been bullied 
by students in her grade and walking doesn't provide the safety she feels she needs. West Heights 
seems to be okay.

39 Has strong start.
40 It is working for me as of now
41 Not enough high schools 
42 N/A
43 We are two blocks from ESR & Hillside, our catchment school (windebank) is probably a 30min 

walk away. Thankfully we got into ESR and it’s less than a 10min walk. 
44 Over enrolment 
45 Not sure
46 We live close to Heritage within walking distance the catchment is Hatzic Middle School does not 

make sense to me
47 Bullying was a huge issue for this very large elementary school at the time I was looking g for a 

school for my child. I was made aware of certain issues with this school, hence why we are cross 
boundary
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48 I wish middle school was based on where you live and not what elementary school you attended. 

49 Learning and support resources
50 If my children had to attend their catchment school it would be too far to walk, so I would expect that 

school busses would be provided as there is no way I would be allowing them to use public transit.

51 We have a school bus to get our child to school. However, we have a school that is closer which 
was, unfortunately, closed (Durieu Elementary).

52 Over capacity. Too many students in a school
53 My son goes to Heritage Middle School and will be at Ecole Mission Senior Secondary next year. I 

find it very concerning they are operating over capacity and complaints from students and parents 
have been they have trouble accessing different courses of choice as a result. We need a bigger 
high school or a second high school. 

54 Distance... Both middle schools are on the opposite side of mission. We don't qualify for bussing as 
we are too close. A 45 min walk or 58 minute transit rude to school if I don't drive the 10 minutes 
(which makes me late for work every day)

55 Lack of safe walking routes to school. Many streets have low visibility and no sidewalks. So even 
though the walking distance is reasonable, it may not be safe for pedestrians. 

56 Proximity of the school to my home as my children currently walk to school
57 My kids are now in middle and high school so elementary catchment matters little to US, personally, 

but I know parents who choose schools because of the unique curriculum that fits their child. If you 
limit those to catchment it doesn’t make sense any longer.  If the school is desirable then you 
create a have and have not situation based on where the family lives.  As well, many parents are 
renters and may have to move.  If the child does not have to change schools that can be a huge 
impact on their well being (assuming the parent can keep them in that school).  

58 We are very central and our catchment is working for us but if we were going to the English 
catchment school my child would have to cross Cedar to walk to school.

59 It’s so close. 
60 School is very full due to both choice schools being so close
61 We don’t attend a catchment school so I can’t answer for my catchment 
62 This question is very vague, is this relating to boundaries and transportation or other issues?

63 I live three blocks from middle school and houses from elementary school.  My children walk to 
school

64 Too many cross boundaries 
65 The bullying is outrageous at our catchment 
66 The music program works for us. We would leave the district all together if the school option was 

not available.
67 Not sure
68 that i can not go to heritage middle from hatzic
69 Children were cross boundary for their entire elementary school years. When it came to middle 

school they fell outside of Heritage's catchment. This was a difficult transition as all their friends 
went to Heritage.

70 Crossing Cedar Valley Connector. It is very dangerous, why no crossing guards?
71 Size, Area, Not School of Our Choice
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72 I used to live in the catchment area for ESR, so that is where my children went to school.  We then 
moved,  I was not changing  their school, as that is not in the best interest for the children. Now 
when it comes to middle school, even tho we live in the catchment area for HPMS and a bus that 
picks up kids right outside my house . We have no choice but to go to Hatzic, Or crossB and pay 
the bus fees. Ridiculous.  The school got changed to a CHOICE school long after we were 
attending.  We should not have to cross B our kids to go to middle schools in our catchment area, 
Regardless of elementary school. It should be based solely on where you live.

73 Classroom size. 
74 travel to school. distance away 
75 My sons time with designated EA support and communication with the teachers and EA’s is not 

working even with an IEP in place. I am looking for other options for schooling my son. 

76 it's fine
77  Poor schools.

78 It is working just fine
79 Too many kids in classes
80 Close to home 
81 Seems to be ok 
82 Sign up for school of choice early, use school bus services provided for free (and expect it to 

remain free)
83 Sign up for school of choice early, use school bus services provided for free (and expect it to 

remain free)
84 Sign up for school of choice early, use school bus services provided for free (and expect it to 

remain free)
85 It’s good all works 
86 I feel we’re over capacitated 
87 We do not attend our catchment school for many reasons. 
88 School buses are working but not any portables 
89 We attend a school of choice and love it.  I think it is in a great central location which also has a 

catchment school within walking distance for families in the area that don’t want to attend the choice 
school

90 There is no longer a  high school in Hatzic
91 Over capacity 
92 I wish my children had access to free busing
93 N/s
94 The whole catchment for hatzic middle makes no sense
95 My Situation works for both kids
96 Not sure
97 Bus route is working 
98 Not fond of the area that it’s in.
99 We are in catchment

100 Portables
101 I wish Hatzic Middle went to grade 12 
102 I don’t like being in the catch enemy of a choice school
103 Late morning bus every morning so parents are driving children to school! 
104 Class sizes are too big
105 Nil
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106 There is not enough high schools in my catchment
107 We considered the catchment when we bought our home, as many families do. If you change the 

catchment boundaries, some families who bought million dollar homes may find that their children 
now have to be cross-boundary to attend the school of their choosing.

108 I don’t like that they have to go over to mission secondary when Hatzic was a high school for so 
many years

109 Not being in catchment for the school of our choice is frustrating 
110 Everything is fine for us
111 my daughter likes the programming offered at her school and does not want to change schools

112 My daughter is attending the school she would like to attend with the program that she wants. we 
do not want that to change.

113 Seems to be working for us
114 Workjng
115 My home is located too far from my catchment school
116 All our 4 kids have gone to ESR starting before Arts Based curriculum.  We would like our kids to 

remain in the schools that they are currently in with the friends that they currently have. Two more 
years remaining at ESR.

117 1 home is 5km north west of our "catchment school" and their other home is 6.6km south west 
catchment. Current school is between the two. 

118 The outdoor program and amazing staff at dewdney elementary school works amazing for my son. 
The down fall is that even though it is quicker to get to the school on bus from Sylvester Rd then it 
is to hatzic elementary school there is no bus provided for him. I feel like families up Sylvester Rd 
and miracle valley area could have the option to access either dewdney elementary school or hatzic 
elementary school with a bus routes provided. My son has been cross boundary for several years 
and this school ( dewdney elementary) works for him in so many ways and that's why we choose 
cross boundary. I would like to see a bus provided for families out here to dewdney elementary

119 Lack of consistent sport programs for all grade levels.
120 It works well. Although we live far there is bussing available yet we drive him. We like the catchment 

is based on where they go to elementary school so kids stay together. Don’t change the way you’ve 
done the middle school catchments!!!!!!!

121 Stave Falls needs the full support of the board. A great job is being done by staff out there with 
what I consider to be inadequate support from the board.

122 Too far from our house
123 Our catchment is very large and needs to be updated/changed, so new students  (to our 

community) can also access schools such as cherry hill or stave falls etc, which maybe closer to 
 some students and also cut down on school buses.

 
There is also a lot of new construction/new homes being developed in our schools catchment, this 
is also leading to over crowding.

124 The distance is quite far the bus helps but it is basically out of reach if he needs to walk
125 the parking lot and the school zone areas
126 the distance my son has to walk to the only high school option in the district
127 I dislike the distance from my house to the school but prefer that middle school to heritage
128 Catchment too far for kids to walk alone but non catchment school super close
129 Works for my children
130 drive time/distance
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131 None
132 My catchment works really well as my daughter in middle school can walk my younger son to school 

before catching her bus to school. I really wish there was crossing guards at at either cherry and 
cedar or egglestone and cedar. 

133 Even in my catchment my kids had to go to windebank... both schools in my area were full... 

134  My kids are bus students to MSS and HMS. Changes won’t effect this as we live rurally.
 Our youngest attends French immersion so changes will not impact us. 

 
Over crowing at the high school is very concerning. Too many students, not enough space, parking 

 issues. Concerned about decline in learning environment because of this. 
Hard to attract more teachers with these conditions. 

135 Portables.
136 Some walking distances are too far for MSS when they don’t have bus routes available for students.  

 Need more bus options to MSS. 
137 It is an hour round trip to go to my child’s school from my home. Although she does take the school 

bus more than half the time, there are times when I must drive her pick her up (extracurricular 
activities, etc) and both the amount of time it takes to get to Hatzic Middle and the amount of gas I 
pay for is, to me, unreasonable. Otherwise, good school.

138 besides people disregarding the posted speed limit of 50km on the highway that my children walk 
on to get to school, there is nothing to add

139 N/A
140 Everything is great 
141 My children have not been happy in their catchment. One child went cross boundry while in 

elementary the other will if there is space be switching 
142 Na
143 No bus route where i live
144 Lack of bus options for transport to high school. Need more access to bus the current expectation 

of how far kids have to walk seems unreasonable before they qualify for a bus.  I would also pay as 
an option but am told the buses are too full so cant

145 Overcrowding, boundaries need re-configuration. I live Dewdney and Richards area. Aside from 
Albert McMahon, there is no other school close. I would rather go to Stave Falls than Albert 
McMahon if transport was available.

146 My kids go to their catchment school as all should. If you let students cross boundary all the time 
well isn’t every school a choice school ? 

147 Concerned about travel distance for children attending middle school 
148 Our catchment is over subscribed.
149 Distance from my house to the school my son has to attend because it is a "feeder" school. School 

of choice goes by school not catchment. Do not agree with this at all.
150  To far, and doesn't qualify for the bus. 

I do NOT believe a 12/13 should be walking almost 4km each way to school. Especially in winter 
when it is still dark morning and night. We are on the bus boundary so all my child's friends get the 
bus leaving him with no one to walk with. 

151 The walkway to get to the school is gravel and hard when with strollers, scooters and bikes.

152 I am completely satisfied with the school my son attends 
153 No option for school bus, although we see a school bus pass our house. We are told we live to 

close. Even with paying for my child to use it we were still told no they can walk, hopefully nothing 
happens to these kids that no option as the school bus drives past them. 
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154 My child will be attending Hatzic next school year, which I feel is WAY too far to walk, and 
inconvenient to get to by transit from our house. 

155 We love the closeness of the school we are currently but are concerned about lack of sidewalks to 
make it safe to walk to school and having to cross a busy street to get to a sidewalk.  We are also 
looking to purchase in another area of mission and am very concerned that my children won't be 
able to walk to school anymore. That is a huge factor in our decision to move at this time with 3 kids.

156 None
157 Middle school should be Heritage not Hatzic
158 Not applicable
159 I haven't been in this district long (less than a year) but it seems that Hillside isn't close enough to 

other schools to provide local children access to regular stream.  ESR is at least close enough to 
Albert McMahon to reduce access problems.

160 Walking distance to Cherry Hill. Like the community spirit in the school. 
161 n/a
162 that theres only 1  high school
163 There is no side road or trail from my house to school to walk. Would have to walk down Dewdney 

Trunk Road which is basically a highway
164 deroche doesn't have before and after care which in my future might be needed
165 Our catchment school currently does not have portables, which is fantastic
166 Not school of choice
167 We are in the boundary but our childcare is closer to our school of choice. Childcare is not easy to 

find or switch. 
168 Walking distance. Love the school.
169 NA
170 Would like to have French immersion in Hatzic 
171 Even though our catchment school isn’t as close as I would like, I love our school. We have the best 

teachers and our kids are happy. 
172 Over population of the school need to build portables.  Children should not be denied access to 

their local school.
173 middle school distance for a grade 7 student is ridiculous .Either scrap middle schools and 

reconfigure for elementary /secondary only or provide additional middle school facilities to cut down 
on student travel time.

174 French immersion boundaries are working. 
175 Our catchment school is not easily accessible.
176 School bus access denied to us as we are in French immersion program
177 I disagree that the school attended for elementary is what determines your middle school. It should 

be based on location. 
178 Distance to middle school
179 Not caring for the school in my district
180 Busses not being available for students
181 The fact that we live within a 5 minute walk to hillside traditional and my son has to attend a school 

that would be atleast a 20 (or more) minute walk away, that is what is not working.
182 proximity to both schools of choice
183 N/A
184 Mission SD has prepared my children for adult life, with the last one completing the program of 

choice.  The other two are studying and working in meaningful roles.  This is the most important 
part of the good things that have happened in our schools of choice and for our catchment.
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185 There should be a bus service to Christine Morrison from silverdale
186 We were not satisfied with the elementary school in our catchment so we switched to a cross 

boundary school more suitable to fit the needs of our children.
187 To me everything is working
188 Busing should be available to all students desiring to attend a choice program, regardless of 

economics.  Limiting choice programs (through available transportation) to families who can't afford 
to take time off work to drive children to school is not equitable, and reinforces systemic income 
inequality while giving the appearance of fairness (a "choice" school is not available as an option 
when you can't "choose" it because of your economic position).

189 Parking
190 I prefer christine Morrison. It’s a bit better than mission central.
191 It’s close, it works for us
192 Crossing Highway 14 (14th ave) as a walking route. There’s far to much excessive speeding on this 

road.
193 A concern I have is for safety of the children. I feel parking is an issue for many schools and I am 

happy that Hatzic has a crossing guard always available but there is never one at Albert McMahon 
and I have seen many near misses there when children dart across the road without supervision.

194 I want my children to attend the art based school and have no problem driving them to get that 
education that benefits them 

195 Hatzic Elementary is in need of major upgrades to the building and school grounds 
196  I have little to no input into our catchment as we have been in french immersion for 10 years

197 No problems with catchment 
198 All is good except the odd substitute teacher
199 N/a
200 Too far to walk
201 I like that I can walk my kids to school. I like that they attend the same school as other kids in the 

neighbourhood. I would like a crossing guard to be at corner of Eider and McRae - it would make it 
a lot safer. 

202 Strong local community development. Nice class sizes. 
203 Too many students, large class size
204 Stidents in catchment sometimes are on a waitlist.  Students wanting ICF cannot attend due to lack 

of school bussing.  
205 Our catchment did not have space when we moved 
206 N/A
207 There are a lot of children in each class. I find teachers are very outnumbered.
208 I prefer to attend a choice school as it closer to my home than my catchment school and I prefer the 

fine arts curriculum. When it is time for middle school our catchment middle is further away than the 
closest to our house (ie Heritage Park is closer to us)

209 Catchment is small and based on population from >10 years ago, while Steelhead kids are being 
sent to overcrowded Albert McMahon. 

210 Not working: lack of parking
211 My children attend a school with a program of choice now.  I am more concerned about distance to 

the middle school/high school in the future.
212 Love our catchment school
213 We don’t go to our catchment school so we aren’t affected 
214 Distance
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215 Bus service for my child is working
216 Oldest child is in heritage middle school . we live  house from bus drop off. Yet he is not allowed to 

take it. Takes over an hour to walk at a fast pace. 
217 No outdoor program originally and if there were one now I wouldn’t want to switch my child schools 

as they are comfortable where they are 
218 ESR is a 10 min walk but our catchment is at the bottom of stage at Windebank. Makes no sense. 

Our middle school catchment is at Hatzic because he goes to ESR so instead of walking to 
Heritage Middle he has to take a school bus. Makes no sense. 

219 We live right between Hillside and ESR, so if we didn't get into one of these it would have been 
extremely difficult for getting our son to and from school and also we live so far from Windebank it 
would not feel like a "neighbourhood" school at all.

220 Limited space for school drop off zones
221 Idk
222 There is a lot of growth in some areas and something will need to be changed to accommodate all 

the new growth.  Lots of these kids will need to be driven to schools instead of walking. The number 
of parents that rudely drive around the school is a problem but as distances get further and further 
more people will drive.

223 The daycare my children attend didnt pick up at my catchment school. 
224 N/A
225 We attend school of choice right now. However middle school catchment is very far...Hatzic and if I 

am not mistaken school bus pickup is a long walk from west heights.
226 No busing 
227 If I had not wanted school of choice my son would have to have attended a school outside our 

neighborhood 
228 My address is in very close proximity to both esr and Albert McMahon- yet my catchment is cherry 

hill- this makes NO sense. My children can safely walk to both esr (where they attend) and Albert 
McMahon. They would have to cross 2 VERY busy intersections to attend cherry hill. The 
catchments have been poorly arranged 

229 My children could walk to their catchment school 
230 all good, boundaries are accomodating
231 N.a
232 N/a
233 Our school is too full
234 We live close to the french school, so we're lucky!
235 I feel that West Heights has good class sizes. 
236 Getting my kids to stay in the same school as our first son started in CME and they changed the 

boundaries a couple years ago and we had to fight to put our other two kids in the same school 

237 My kid is not in catchment school cause daycare did not drop off at cherry hill. But if she was, 
because of where we live I would think she should belong to west heights and not cherry hill. 

238 we have two schools that we could essentially throw a rock to - cherry hill and albert McMahon. both 
within walking distance. our back yard is almost griner park but our catchment is christine Morrison 
and hatzic middle.  it makes 0 sense. 

239 I am lucky to live next door to my catchment schoool
240 Close proximity to our house, school of choice 
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241 Was disappointed when registering my son that his catchment French immersion school (Mission 
Crntra), was much farther than the French immersion school close to us (Christine Morrison). Due 
to the fact that we walk, we had no choice but to not put them in French. Very dissapointing

242 We have developed a relationship with the staff at Cherry Hill, as one of our children has special 
needs, we feel that if the current situation is working well, we would love to be able to continue for 
the rest of their elementary years.

243 Nothing yet
244 Catchment school Club Kids program doesn’t have space for our child, nor does the school he 

attends. Both schools are over crowded.
245 imbalance between the 2 french immersion schools
246 The catchment school is too full. We chose a outdoor program with smaller class sizes out of 

catchment to best support our child. 
247 it’s working fine
248 It works
249 It is hard to say, my children attend a school of choice which is also quite close to my home. I’m 

glad they have the opportunity to attend a school of choice. 
250 We're very far away from our catchment school, but walking distance to other catchment schools. 

Seems like the school should be in the middle of the catchment area.
251 We live on Egglestone yet our catchment is central (for French immersion) Christine Morrison is 

much closer, I don’t understand why we are being sent to central. 
252 Our catchment school is the same amount of time to drive to as the time it takes us to get to school 

of choice ESR. I wish the bus routes were broader. Also for middle school, our catchment is Hatzic. 
It is in the far opposite side of town from our home, making the commute much further

253 There is a shortage of French speaking teachers in the French immersion program at the middle 
school level. After the previous teacher  my daughter had no classes in 
French for the first half month of the school year, and still has barely any French education.

254 Not enough choices of secondary schools 
255 Schools of choice are a joke - families are grandfathered in at ESR and Hillside basically asks how 

you see yourself volunteering - for those of us already overly busy with our employment this is not 
always possible. So my child may miss out on a school of choice if I am already busy?! UNFAIR 
and quasi private school mentality for a PUBLICLY FUNDED SCHOOL 

256 No problems
257 Working fine!
258  School parking

There is none
259 Bus route
260 No designated sidewalk to walk to the school. (Along cherry). 
261 I work and service only certain schools and my child's school is not one of them
262 Na
263 We moved halfway through kindergarten and didn't want to pull our child out of his school. He is 

now in grade 3 and definitely won't be pulling him out now. So we do cross boundary. 
264 It’s seemed to be working fine 
265 No bus running to Ecole Christine Morrison/Ecole Heritage Park for French Immersion students

266 Our elementary is operating at full capacity and more development is coming into our catchment. 
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267 Not working: overcrowded cause of all the new development happening around it and ESR/Hillside 
basically not being an option to anyone in catchment. Catchment area goes too far up Dewdney 
Trunk.

268 Lack of aid to those in need of extra support 
269 .
270 Stave falls is a very secluded area and quite separate despite being part of mission. Many of us 

shop, work or attend school in Maple ridge due to proximity. It is wonderful to have Stave falls 
elementary open once again but the lack of grade 7 makes it a very difficult option for many of us. I 
do not want my children spending hours on a bus in their teenage years to attend high school so far 
away from us. 

271 It would be nice to have bus service to mission central from our house on nottman street. 
272 Our catchment school has almost no playground. 
273 It’s close to home 
274 See above. Also I don’t like the location of my Catchment school. 
275 Its fine
276 We are not in catchment because of Over capacity school with less focus on individual needs

277 It’s fine , easy drive over 
278 No parking
279 BUILD A NEW SCHOOL!  with the amount of new subdivisions and town homes,  perhaps an 

upgrade on the current schools could be a necessity?   
280 Access to local residents in the catchment area for parking at/near school due to influx of out of 

 catchment attendees and their parking needs. 
 
No sidewalks on highway for kids who walk. No crosswalk out front of school.

281  Nothing 
282 Over crowded
283 It is farther for my daughter to attend and none of her family attends that school
284 It’s close by 
285 All my kids go to windebank. Where they started. I hate having to re enroll them or do cross 

boundary forms every year. Kids already enrolled from previous years should have first choice. And 
not be put on waiting lists

286 There are 3 schools closer to us 
287 No school buses for French immersion students. Biggest disappointment with Sd#75.  I live on 

Richards Ave. 
288 kids walking to school and having to cross a BUSY MAIN ROAD, cedar 
289 I'm glad to have a choice school that I cold choose to not have to put my children in the catchment 

school.
290 We live close to school and the kids walk - however, there are no sidewalks for kids to walk on - 

kids must walk around parked vehicles INTO THE ROADWAY on their way to school.  Totally 
unsafe

291 I have no opinion
292 My catchment school is literally across town from where we live and I will pass other schools on way 

to it. Made my choice to use private school easier.
293 Very busy road to walk to school. But it very close by. Would like to go to a smaller school 
294 Unable to safely walk home from school. Walking 40 minutes up Cedar is not safe or healthy. If 

ESR was going to be a school of choice, I wish they had left it as French Immersion.

295 I personally like our catchment school it’s located close to our home. 
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296 Lots of homes within walking distance
297 French options 
298 In a perfect world we would have school bus service to French Immersion. 
299 No problems, but wanted to be able to continue at her original school of choice where she had 

settled in with routine and friends.  Wanted to stay at Morrison until grade 6
300 Walking distance to Heritage Park Middle from Hurd is extremely dangerous. My child has had 

multiple encounters with cars nearly missing him. Bussing needs to be looked at in terms of student 
bus cards for transit paid by the school district since the school bus is unavailable for students on 
the end of 7th

301 Our Elementary catchment is fine - although the school could easily accept more students
302 Elementary is fine but middle school catchment is questionable
303 I have to drive my child to school but live within walking distance to a choice school
304 Working small class size the teachers spend more time and personal know each child not working 

seems like way to many special needs kids taking up time of teachers and students with outburst etc 

305 Don’t know. We got into ESR just as the catchment changed with my first kid so his siblings have 
been getting into our old catchment school. 

306 Lack of before and after school care options. Lack of school bus service to choice schools.
307 The only reason my catchment works is my daughter is special needs and is able to take a bus to 

school
308 No buses go to heritage from deroche or silverdale 
309 It was a teacher choice for my Daughter.  was at Central for strong start, then  

  had to move to Windebank...so she wanted to follow her

310 Everything is fine for my family. 
311 I do not care about portables or overcrowding… I care about keeping families together in the 

schools that they attend. This district needs a sibling real. It is unacceptable that I have to apply for 
my other two sons to attend the school that my oldest son attends. He has Special needs & cannot 
move schools!!

312 No issues as my children are cross boundaries
313 We are closer to other elementary schools but our catchment is central. If our catchment was a 

closer elementary school to us, I would not have put my son in ESR. 
314 Lack of transportation options 
315 We’ve been told that we were too late registering our Daughter for Kindergarten. It’s Frustrating 

because this is supposed to be our catchment school we’re within an eight minute walk and really 
prefer not to travel to another school. Nowhere on the Heights elementary website did it state that 
we would need to come in Monday morning on a first come first serve basis it states on the website 
you can register Monday to Friday. We came in on a Wednesday to register

316 The elementary school is great, however the middle school for our catchment is much too far away. 
Hatzic middle school is very inconvenient for many families to get to via anything other than driving.

317 Attend out of catchment.  I am hoping my kids can remain at Dewdney as their catchment school is 
Albert McMahon and I would rather my ids go to with a lot less students

318 Too young for school
319 Only high school 
320 We enjoy ECM and have absolutely no desire to move.
321 My catchment school isnt even a top 3 candidate for my daughter so if we arent able to get into 

Hillside Traditional we will be stuck with a school I am not fond of
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322 catchment lowkey be booty like i gotta do some serious walks to get to a place with smelly walls, 
ugly halls, and people that don't know how to read i ant feelin the vibes there rn.

323 I feel my catchment school is run down and not taken care of. I think if anything needs to be looked 
at it’s the play structures of all the schools and the maintenance on all the schools. Most are falling 
apart. The school I choose to put my daughter in is needing repairs as well but she at least has a 
group of friends she’s grown with since kindergarten. 

324 Wish they had a better lunch program
325 Our school is at max capacity with a number of new houses still being built and or sold. Many of 

these homes (while initially were supposed to be single family houses) are including suites etc. 
creating a great deal of pressure on the current elementary school. 

326 Overall, I feel like the catchment works fairly fine for West Heights. In my neighbourhood it is 
divided into 3 elementary schools- West Heights, Christine Morrison and Cherry Hill. I find this does 
fragment our relatively small neighbourhood. 

327 Walking distance to school 
328 Our catchment school has limited spaces but I'm very happy with weat heights elementary  

 
329 first year of school and experiencing no issuses as yet. 
330 We are considering enrolling our second child in French Immersion. We are closer to Christine 

Morrison than Central, but Central is our catchment school for FI. I think the boundaries for the two 
French Immersion schools need to be reconsidered because EMC's is catchment is huge compared 
to ECME. This is creating over/under capacity scenarios for these schools when enrolling 
Kindergarten students.  

331 3 min walk to school
332 No other school close by for a choice of catchment. Hatzic is a largely populated area with people 

coming from out past Dewdney, with no other choice of school. 
333 The access to and from is on main roads which I like
334 Not enough TTOC’s.  Lack of EA’s for student who require it.  
335 A choice school is right across the street from our home but can not get my son enrolled even 

though he is on the wait list 
336 Short travel distance, kids use the bus
337 We don’t go to our catchment school as it was A:full, B:didn’t have childcare available C: was 

further from our house then stave falls. Would be nice to have to option of a free school bus to 
stave falls

338 Bus transportation... ie : they drop off at my house but will not pick up in the morning I have to drive 
with two babies 500 m ( as my child is too young to walk alone... yet alone on the HIGHWAY),  they 
pass our house anyways after he is picked up by the bus.

339  Outdoor program is great

340 Students living close to catchment borders, should have the option to attend one of the two schools 
they border. As it sits now, (K & K-1 ) children are no longer in walking distance of their school, and 
have to be driven to the school in their catchment  

341 We need to get more help for students  for reading, writing  and math
342 We are within quick walking distance of our school, so I have no complaints at this time.
343 School of choice is outside the catchment 
344 My daughter has attended Christine Morrison in the French program since Kindergarten. She would 

like to continue in the same middle school as her friends but with the current configuration, she 
would have to change schools if she left the French program.

345 I think another high school option is needed I don't want my daughter going all the way into mission 
to attend school we live out of town for a reason 

346 Our catchment school has be overcrowded for YEARS so clearly that isn’t working. 
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347 Christine Morrison is closer to our house yet our catchment is mission central
348 everything is working. 
349 I m close to my school the program is good 
350 Only because I live in the catchment to my kids schools (hatzic elem/middle) it is fine.
351 Its good 
352 My only issues are the lack of safe sidewalks and lighting along Cherry ave, which many kids use to 

attend our catchment school (Cherry Hill) and Albert McMahon.
353  Things are fine

More caring teachers who are not just there for their pay check would help all students
354 Too many students need to be driven and there is no parking available. Not everyone drives safely 

and it's a concern for us as we walk 
355 Too many students entering our school because of behavior problems at their catchment school in 

the district.  It's not addressing the issue and needs of the student but just moving students around.  
We need more support or alternate education for elementary students who are not responding to 
the typical public school.  Putting these students into the outdoor school is not the solution either.  
There needs to be trained personnel and different programming working on mental health.

356 Na
357 It’s within walking distance 
358 Overcrowding 
359 Having the French Immersion catchments split East / West seems to work well
360 middle school catchment is terrible. currently when my son graduates to middle school he will be in 

 the Hatzic catchment, even though Heritage is much closer.
 

 Elementary school catchment is fine.
 
work on middle school catchment.

361 No concerns - 
362 The limited number of spots for siblings coming into the school is a concern. The school is literally 

behind our house and I am concerned that siblings are not being given priority in catchment 
schools, leading to the possibility of a sibling being turned away. As someone with two children in 
our catchment school, I do have concerns about the ability to secure a spot for my third child. When 
my second was registered, priority for siblings was a thing and our registration opened first.

363  I just choose to have my kids in Hatzic love the neighborhood plan on moving there in the future 

364 My son is well adjusted and loves his school.  It would cause a lot of stress if he had to leave his 
friends and wonderful teachers.  He has Alopecia Areata (no hair) and everyone is used to him as 
well as him to them.  

365 Change in the French immersion boundary changed who was in the program as to friend groups 
and created a change in the staff

366 Catchements seem to make sense in our area, some other moms I’ve spoken too don’t understand 
their boundaries as other schools are closer then their school 

367 What's currently working is that if there is a sibling in the school, those children can stay. If there's a 
new incoming Family into kindergarten, that's the time to re-direct their family into a school that is 
not overloaded / a new catchment for them.

368 We are very happy with our catchment, school bus access is good and Hatzic Elementary is great.

369 My child went to Christine Morrison for French. We live on Mcrae, but I don’t want my child crossing 
Hurd when her school is up the road
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370 I’m not sure.
371 Our catchment school for middle school is very close to our school that will be to. The school bus 

picks up the choice students on our street and will take them to the middle school but because my 
child is cross boundary he is not allowed on the bus. I think it’s not a good process. My children 
have gone to the same school throughout the 9 years in MPSD regardless of where we lived 

372 The same opportunities are NOT being given to students that are not in a program of choice at our 
current school ( FRIM vs ENGLISH) But our catchment school is a FRIM/English school.  We would 
have to x-boundary out to attend an all ENGLISH school.

373 Lack of school buses for French immersion students 
374 Our catchment is great because we are within walking distance to Christine Morrison however the 

segregation between the French and the English kids causes a lot of bullying between peers. Either 
Mission Central or Christine Morrison loses the French immersion program and a new French 
immersion program pops up in Hatzic or Dewdney. Somewhere further apart where mission can be 
split right down the middle. Also I understand the need to be strict with the cross boundary 
applications, however when a mother is pleading the school district to allow her children to go 
across town to a different school because her child was receiving death threats that should be 
brought into consideration as to excepting a cross boundary. We have been forced to stay at 
Christine Morrison because our applications kept getting denied because your two choice schools; 
ESR and hillside are so close together; all the kids filter down to windebank. I really believe those 
schools need to be further apart. 

375  Whats the hardest challenge 
Is  transportation of my Autistic child to and from choice school. (While I am away from work) 

376 It’s fine as is
377 As for middle school catchment, I disagree with Hatzic being our catchment school. It should be 

heritage. Doesn’t make sense to me and I want my kids at heritage for middle school

378 school is not within reasonable biking distance and definitely not walking distance
379 Hatzic is a developing area. Many new homes were recently build and more are still being built. This 

means more families... more kids... but the school is running out of or has already run out of room.

380 I really like Hatzic Elementary and area. I like that it is the catchment for my children.
381 We don't go to the catchment school. If we did , it would still be too far to walk... Without busing we 

decided to go to hillside instead. 
382 No busing available for French Immersion students attending heritage park !! 
383 Works great
384 im not sure as we don't go to our catchment school. I heard its very full and even if we wanted him 

to go there, there would be a wait and maybe he wouldn't even get in
385 We are at our catchment school and because of all the cross boundary families the traffic is 

atrocious. More kids just going to their catchment school would actually make school zones safer by 
having children walking to school rather than having to be driven.  

386 Too many portables, very crowded school building 
387 Parking drop off/pick up congestion needs improved
388 Not aware of any issues 
389 Easy access to French immersion is working. But regular school catchment puts our regular school 

as one of the farthest out of 4 and more out of the way for us.
390 No negatives. It's working because it's the school we want our kids to attend
391 We would like to have all siblings be able to go to same school
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392 Not applicable - no kids in catchment
393 We need another high school
394 Being close to our home 
395 Close to home
396 Currently working for us. We choose to put our children in French immersion and nether school is 

particularly close to us. Would like it if there could be a bus to take the kids to middle school. Since 
our “catchment” school is Hatzic there is no bus service for our kids who will be attending Heritage 

397 The walking distance
398 We love our school 
399 We live in Harrison Mills and it’s significantly closer and safer to drive to Deroche elementary than 

go over the Agassiz mountain and drive longer to get to Agassiz ... especially during the winter 

400 We're thrilled our catchment school has a French Immersion program. 
401 Have no idea
402 Parking lot is an issue, a bit of a far walk for us, despite being in catchment. 
403 Yhe wait list 
404 Lack of resources at school
405 Whats working is the elementary catchment is close, but middle school catchments are ridiculous. 

Living by Cherry Hill shouldn't mean my kids be sent to the opposite side of town to Hatzic, 
especially when my kids will be going to two different schools as they age.

406 For having such a large bilingual population in Mission, the fact that French Immersion schools are 
so few and far between can be frustrating to some families

407 The fact that they only kept Silverdale open which is old and moldy unsafe out of catchment Vs 
closed a newer building Stave Falls elementary within catchment. Then attempted to sell it?!  So it 
is working that they reopened Stave Falls but it only goes to grade 6 as Mission District is a middle 
school model. Maple Ridge is not. So my kids are already enrolled in the closest option that was 
available ( Whonnock) made no sense to pull them to Stave until grade 6. Then back to grade 7 in 
Maple Ridge. I do not have trust or  positive reputation of any of the middle schools or high schools 

 in Mission. They have an "inner city" reputation & culture.
Closing Stave Falls was a short sited unfortunate decision that left families with no other option then 
to take their kids out of Mission school district. 

408 My catchment seems fine 
409 NA
410 We like being able to walk to school and that the kids are all so close to each other for building 

relationships. Also for helping all the families out as needed. 
411 N/a
412 Only one high school. Can’t get classes needed
413 Our catchment school is very full but it is walking distance for us and my kids are settled so I would 

be hesitant to change that as not other school is walking distance. There are some cross boundary 
kids that are in the school so those should be moved back to catchment prior to changing 
boundaries as that would create space.

414 Huge development is happening in Hatzic and the elementary school is small. I have heard of 
catchment students not getting in and being bused elsewhere. It has also been said this year has 
record high registration happening for kindergarten students

415 We don't attend the catchment school. We originally lived in mission and applied early for 
Traditional school as it is in line with our views on how learning environments should be. Since it's a 
school of choice, when we moved to Deroche we opted to keep him there.
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416 Na
417 ChildcAre
418 I pass 2 choice school to get to our current school.
419 We are located close to our school but the parking lot is a nightmare. My child is special needs 

there is not enough handy capped parking spaces and the parking lot is dangerous as it is now 

420 It works for me... I’m a 10 minute walk
421 Overcrowding 
422 I prefer to keep my kids in the school they started in so they keep the friendships they’ve developed 

over the past few years.  None of my kids friends are in our catchment school, and being the new 
kid in older grades is not fun.

423 I believe that students should attend their catchment school. What I believe is not working is that 
there are a significant number of students who are out-of-catchment taking spots away from 
students in the catchment.

424 Too far for my child to walk so I have to drive 
425 No outdoor learning programs within close proximity 
426 Large hills for young students to walk so driving and parking are constant issues
427 So far so good
428 AME is over crowded 
429 Over crowded
430 I don’t have enough information to answer this question. 
431 No comment
432 School is within walking and biking distance if needed.  
433 When its time for middle school it will take almost an hour to walk to heritage park
434 Within walking distance. School doesn't seem too overcrowded
435 N/A
436 We have such a huge influx of kids that my daughter has to wait till next year to get into English and 

she far behind in French and English. On the other hand the vice principal and her teacher are very 
supportive and trying to help her the best they can right now. 

437 Walking distance, access to school
438 Need better teachers who work harder and are more involved with the students regarding 

reading/writting. 
439 We chose french immersion years ago, cherry hill is probably a great school and walking distance.

440 I don't have any issues with the catchment we are in and the school my children attend.
441 High school students from the dewdney and deroche area have a very long bus ride cause 

everyone gets picked up together 
442 There isn’t enough parking, and not enough is done in the winter to protect kids walking to school. 

The roads are covered in snow on main walking routes forcing them to walk on the road

443 The only thing that is currently not working is the lack of crossing guards for ECM.  There isn't one 
 at McRae and Eider

And theres been so many near misses of children and adults getting hit.  We need another crossing 
guard 

444 I love the proximity of my daughter's elementary,  but the middle school is a 15 min drive with only a 
10 minute difference between first bell at elementary and first bell at middle

445 Location, walking distance to school
446 Arbitrary Cross Boundary requests don't  lead to equitable enrollment. It creates a wide gulf in 

"have" vs "have not" schools.
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447 I love the Arts program at ESR but I primarily chose to because of its proximity to our home. I am 
frustrated that the location of ESR changes our catchment to Albert McMahon when it would take 
my family more than an hour walking to drop off or pick up from school. 

448 Walking distance to the school
449 Dont attend catchment school
450 Our school has stayed small.
451 We lived half a block away from esr when we moved to mission. We were told our 5 year old was 

expected to go to windebank which meant a 30-45 min walk through residential areas to avoid the 
20+ min walk down an un safe stave lake road. Our entire family went to ESR so it’s truly sad that 
our children are going to Albert McMahon now 

452 Walking route 
453  Deroche elem does not offer outdoor school, not happy with how small and inefficient this school

Is.

454 Hasnt been an issue for us 
455 Ability to bus to choice school 
456 I live across the street and down a few blocks. It’s easy to get to. 
457 My children don’t go to their catchment school. They attend a French program 
458 We are very happy with our catchment school!
459 The Program at Christine Morrison is wonderful and convenient in location for us. The school is a 

short 5 minute drive in the morning. 
460 Love my school and we are in the catchment. Very thankful for the BUS everyday!
461 I don’t think steelhead’s catchment should be Albert. It’s a closer/more convenient drive to go to 

stave falls 
462 great prinipal at our school makes it so much better
463 I like our catchment as is. I do not wish to move my kids to another school.
464 Both schools of choice are on the same end of town within minutes of each other. They have a 

large bearing on kids having to leave their catchment and go to either of the next closest schools 
being windebank or Albert McMahon. Not to mention the amount of traffic as more and more kids 
are not going to schools not close to their homes. 

465 We live MUCH closer to the other French Immersion school.  I understand the boundaries and we 
do love our school it's just odd to live a full 3 mins closer to once school and it's not the one you go 
to.

466 No complaints...
467 Made Hatzic Middle back to the way it was, grade 7-12. Kids thrived when they had their teachers 

for long periods of time and did better in school socially and academically.  We also had the best 
high school band and opportunities and the high school program does not have a skilled enough 
teacher. 

468 It is not our school of choice nor does it support the outdoor learning program. 
469 N/a
470 Beside the sub par education that the children are receiving through their teachers causing children 

to hate their schools.... alot
471 Walking distance is an issue
472 Steelhead student should be attending Stave Falls Elementary 
473 I'm happy with our catchment
474 I love the school my boys go to, we have access to a bus right outside our park, no complaints 

475 Don't know..perhaps based on the amount of new French (×2 K classes) theré should be either 
more schools with French immersion or an entire school dedicated just for that.
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476 I like that my son can catch a bus
477 Unsure
478 Need a bigger catchment as we are rural, need to not charge for busing 
479 nothing 
480  It's working

481 N/a
482 We love windebank and the people there. My child has special needs and they are wonderful to 

 work with.
Parking and school drop off/pickup suck as too many people have to drive their kids to school and 

 the school population has ballooned. 
The isp room amd large sensory room had to be converted to classrooms. The ccrr and family 
place had to be converted to classrooms. The music room was turned into a combo isp/sensory 
room due to lack of other space. Smaller would be better  both hillside and esr are more walkable, 
but with a special needs child I would not want to change schools now. 

483 I live beside hillside. I purchased my home before it changed to a traditional school. I find it 
ridiculous that you can live next door and can’t attend then have to drive your kid to school. The 
decision to make it a choice school was ridiculous and there would be other locations that could 
have been better suited. The fact that I paid a high price for a house and now have to drive me kid 
to another school is ridiculous 

484 Because of reboundering I ended up with kids in different schools. The over crowding was 
foreseeable and should have been address a long time ago

485 Working, neighborhood is somewhat separate from rest of town and most kids here go to Hatzic

486 Working
487 Well I’m closer in distance to two choice schools and cherry hill yet I have to go uphill and further to 

get to catchment. I’d love to be able to walk  
488 Busy streets and speeding along Stave 
489 No comment as my children don't attend their catchment school
490 I wish the elementary school wasn’t such a distance from our home. 
491 N/A
492 I don’t know as my children have always been at Esr and have never gone to their catchment school 

493 it seems like we have a good mix of walkable close students and those that drive
494 We live on Grassick st and there's no side walk going down Stave Lake st so my daughters will 

never be allowed to walk. One daughter is at Heritage park middle school and one at Windebank 

495 Windebank is very full. I think the school has a lot going for it but a lot of kids travel for school

496 We live close to the school 
497 We personally have no issues at the moment. 
498 Being able to attend French immersion in Central works for us from deroche 
499 My catchment school is a 30 min walk from our home. The school my children attend is an 8 minute 

 walk. 
My youngest is only grade 1 and cannot walk to school 30 minutes away on his own. I'm also 
disabled and cannot walk more then 10 minutes, especially up and down the very large Hill that we 
would have to walk down to get to the "catchment school"
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500 I wanted my children to attend Christine Morrison/ French. I don’t want my children at Central. As 
far as dewdney goes, I think the problem I see is too many children with behavioural issues are 
transferring there after their catchment school doesn’t work out. This seems to be leading to a 
concentration of behavioural issues and a gender imbalance. 

501 What’s working is that we have a group of help and teachers who know from the past few years my 
child’s needs 

502 Over population!!!
503 Everything is working
504 My child going to Hatzic Middle is able to walk. My child going to Ecole Mission Secondary is able to 

catch the school bus. We are happy in this regard. 
505 It’s working
506 The boundaries are out of date. Kids who live on the same street, 6 house apart go to different 

schools. 
507  Bus services work great at no cost

The outdoor program is great
508 The school is already overcrowded and the neighbourhood near the school is growing. The 

catchment area needs to be smaller
509 We are cross boundary in the French program. I would love to not have to apply every year for my 

three children to continue to go to their school. Once we are in the school, I would like to not have 
to worry each year about placement. 

510  not working: busing for stave falls. I drive my daughter both ways every day. 
Working: easy enrollment, small class size, outdoor education

511 I like that I can choose where I want my kids to go to school. I have the chive and it isn’t dictated to 
me!!

512 My child was not able to continue with French and our catchment school was full and also did not 
have an ISP program to meet their needs.

513 Location is ESR is a lot closer than School we had to attend
514 Families that I’m aware of that come out of catchment to our school need the option of bussing. Our 

school is considered a neighbour hood school with a catchment but has a CORE program that 
appeals to families out of catchment. It would be nice to make it easier for them to get to our school 

515 It would be nice if hillside had a neighborhood catchment that took priority over the choice waitlist. 
Otherwise we cannot walk to school down the huge topper hill. Or not now while we have stroller 
and little kids it would be very very challenging 

516 Too small
517 Having it changed. We purchased our home with the school boundary in place. We were not 

expecting it to change. We may go out of district if there are changes to our middle school 
catchment 

518 North side of the street is one school and the south side is another.  Neighbourhood kids don’t get 
to go to the same school  

519 School allows alot of out of catchment students.
520 No school buses that will go from in town, to dewdney 
521 Central has a bad reputation for being an “inner city” school with drug issues
522 Christine Morrison seems to be doing fine. I like the French catchments too.
523 My son is planning to do the hockey academy in middle school, so being that ESR students will 

migrate to hatzic works well for our long term plans
524 Hatzic middle way too far from Steelhead. Cedar Valley needs a middle school. 20 min drive each 

way is excessive. Kid is gone from 7:30-4pm. long day for a 13 yr old. 
525 Our catchment school is not walking distance
526 Hatzic middle school from silver dale is a long way out !
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527 Neutral 
528 The lack of secondary school options within the district. The entire district funnels to one secondary 

school and this is unrealistic: 
529 Funding to school,bad reputation, programs offered
530 Get more families walking. It’s is ridiculous the under of cars that arrive to pick up kids. Less cars 

make it safer for kids. Also make it clear to everyone that they leave their dogs at home. There are 
some huge dogs coming on school property. 

531  Too many students - increased new development 
 Children and parents able to walk/ride bikes to school

Children able to attend neighbourhood school  
532 It’s too far from where we live. We live in Hillsides old catchment 
533 The catchment boundaries exist, but there always appear to be anecdotal exceptions being made. 

If there are catchments, stick to them.
534 Over populated
535 N/a
536 n/a
537 MSS is too small for all the students that it has.  It would be better if Heritage Middle school could 

be a senior secondary school as well.  Which would eliminate the confrontations between Hatzic 
students and Heritage Park students and portables would not be as necessary.  I think that putting 
2 middle schools into 1 senior secondary school that is far too small is unacceptable.

538 We drive to mission central. It would be great to see a French immersion school closer to the top of 
mission as many families live there now and have to drive further to school to attend French 
immersion

539 love our school
540 I think every school has an issue with parking for parents at drop off and pick up. 
541 We’re unable to get in to our catchment (waitlisted). Since I also teach in the catchment, I would 

really like the opportunity for my children to go to their community schools
542 Too large a catchment. Stave Falls should be the traditional school
543 Wasn't the school I wanted my kids to attend
544 Hillside is right in the middle and a great location for us
545 I do not agree with the middle school catchment. We are located so close to Heritage Park Middle 

School yet my kids are expected to go to Hatzic Middle School. I often question why Heritage was 
not made the High school since it is located in the middle and then the current MSS could have 
been the middle school for that side of town and Hatzic could have been the middle school for the 
other side of town. It doesn't make sense to me why MSS was chosen to be the high school.

546 Parking can be a challenge
547 Too far to walk when she was attending. School bus is a joke. They have to stand around and wait 

at the high school. Can’t attend out of school activities because buses drop your kids off way out of 
area. 

548 We have a community of children that play together outside of school as well as at school because 
they live close to their catchment school. 

549 We go out of catchment because our children will attend the school my wife works at.  It is very 
important to us to have the option to cross boundary our kids to our school. 

550 I am not sure. Not apart of catchment school
551 Christine Morrison is strongly French Immersion. Does not work for my child.
552 It’s fine



Question 9

Boundary Catchment Review SD 75 (Mission)
What is currently working or not working for your catchment? 

553 Middle school students should return to catchment Middle school instead of sending them with their 
peers.   HTA  & ESR students should return to their catchment middle school.

554 The parking is not very accommodating 
555 Closest elementary school has outdated and unacceptable traditional philosophy.  Has no place in 

modern educational practice.  
556 N/A
557 My child is a courtesy rider. Our neighborhood doesn't qualify to bus to heritage park. Way too far 

to walk.  We also have an older son st Mission. He is driven there. As a parent 2 different school 
drop off zones is extremely stressful!

558 Too many special needs students 
559 We are preparing for middle school and Hatzic is to far to travel for our family. 
560 It's fine
561 Some access pathways to avoid crossing at a busy road with limited visibility
562 The catchment school is very large and I think this limits transitions into school for kids. We are very 

nervous/anxious about when the kid’s get to middle school as they are run like a high school. 

563 School Bus service is great
564 Students having to walk long distances as the two schools of choice are in such close proximity to 

each other.
565  Our catchment is very walkable and there is not yet a need for portables.

566 We live in the Silverdale Elementary Catchment and I work in the district at . There was 
no way I could get my child to school while she was attending elementary school and pick up was 
too far from our home. We chose the Core French Program intentionally to remain in the school 
area we wanted. Before school care will be a must at the school for my youngest who is not yet 
attending school. 

567  Working=close to my home
Not working=some of the staff seem to have forgotten that the school is an inner-city school

568 School is at capacity, worried that the high school will be over capacity by the time my child will 
attend.

569 We don't have busing to school of choice
570 Too many students in some classrooms
571 Having one high school is not working 




